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Abstract

Several well-publicized cases of improper cleaning, disinfection or sterilization of contaminated reusable medical equipment that posed an increased risk of patient-to-patient disease transmission were reported within the past few years, resulting in the notification of approximately 20,000 patients. These medical errors, the specific infection-control standards they breached, and assessments of the risk of infection associated with each are discussed. Other topics discussed include the Food and Drug Administration’s (FDA) regulation of medical devices and infection-control products; the use of adulterated, misbranded, and investigational devices; consent decrees and associated Certificates of Medical Necessity; and informed patient consent. Focus is placed on liquid chemical sterilization, its history, and the FDA’s recent censure and discontinuation of a medical device labeled with this claim, namely, the STERIS System 1 processor. Recommendations are provided for healthcare facilities, regulatory agencies, manufacturers of reusable medical devices, and professional healthcare organizations and administrations to improve public health and prevent healthcare-associated infections.
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INTRODUCTION

Several cases of improper cleaning, disinfection or sterilization of contaminated reusable medical equipment have been identified in the U.S. during the past decade[1-7]. These cases reportedly posed an increased risk of patient exposure to infectious agents, including HIV and the hepatitis B (HBV) and C (HCV) viruses. In one instance in 2004, a healthcare system in North Carolina notified more than 3500 patients of its inadvertent use of hydraulic fluid, in lieu of detergent, to “clean” soiled surgical instruments prior to terminal sterilization[4,5]. Similarly, in 2008 and 2009 three Veterans Affairs medical centers (VAMCs) in Tennessee, Georgia and Florida notified more than 10,000 patients of the increased risk of infection associated with the improper reprocessing of reusable medical instruments[1,2,6]. Several of the breaches identified at these three VAMCs, along with each breach’s assessed risk of infection, are listed in Table 1. This VAMC in Georgia notified 1069 affected patients of the increased risk of infection associated with the improper reprocessing of reusable medical instruments[2,4]. Several of the breaches identified at these three VAMCs, along with each breach’s assessed risk of infection, are listed in Table 1. This VAMC in Georgia notified 1069 affected patients of the increased risk of infection associated with the improper reprocessing of reusable medical instruments[2,4]. Several of the breaches identified at these three VAMCs, along with each breach’s assessed risk of infection, are listed in Table 1. This VAMC in Georgia notified 1069 affected patients of the increased risk of infection associated with the improper reprocessing of flexible laryngoscopes, and one of these patients sued the VAMC for $10 million, claiming this breach infected her with the HCV[3,6]. More recently, 6800 affected patients of a clinic in Ottawa,
Canada, were notified in 2011 of the potential for infection due to the improper reprocessing of reusable medical equipment used during both upper and lower gastrointestinal (GI) endoscopy.

Receiving as much media attention as any of these medical errors, the VAMC in Tennessee inadvertently fitted and used the Olympus MAJ-855 auxiliary water tube with a two-way connector. [A “medical error” is defined in this article as any lapse, breach, faulty procedure or other adverse event in a healthcare setting that caused (or posed the potential to cause) harm to one or more patients or healthcare practitioners. The improper reprocessing of reusable medical equipment is an example of a medical error.] According to its manufacturer, this reusable water tube is to be exclusively used with the similarly looking, but differently designed and functioning, one-way valve with which this tube is packaged and shipped. This one-way valve’s primary purpose is to prevent this reusable water tube’s contamination with patient materials during colonoscopy.

Briefly, the Olympus MAJ-855 tube connects the colonoscope’s auxiliary water channel to an irrigation system that includes a pump. The clinician’s activation of this pump during the procedure provides a stream of pressurized water that flushes the colon’s mucosa (via this auxiliary water channel) to enhance visibility. The unwitting use of this water tube, improperly fitted with this two-way connector, reportedly facilitated this tube’s contamination, due to the unrestricted backflow of potentially infectious debris (e.g., feces) from the lower GI tracts of patients. Because this contaminated water tube was not reprocessed after each procedure (as its manufacturer requires), its reuse posed an increased risk of patient-to-patient disease transmission, requiring the notification of 6,387 affected patients.

Whether the improper use of the Olympus MAJ-855 auxiliary water tube resulted in instances of patient infection is unclear. According to the VA tests performed on affected patients of these three VAMCs in Tennessee, Florida, and Georgia as well as on affected patients of two VAMCs in St Louis (MO) and Dayton (OH), where other instrument-reprocessing lapses had been identified, revealed “eight HIV-positive results and 61 confirmed cases of hepatitis B or C” infection, although it is unknown how many of these cases were due to the infection-control breaches identified at these VAMCs. Recommendations for the proper reprocessing of both the MAJ-855 auxiliary water tube and the GI endoscope’s auxiliary water channel have been previously published.

A “negligible” risk of infection

Although these five medical facilities in North Carolina, Tennessee, Georgia, Florida and Ottawa (Canada) informed affected patients of the potential for their respective infection-control breaches to have resulted in disease transmission, patient disclosure of a potentially significant instrument-reprocessing breach or other type of medical error is not a foregone conclusion. For example, while performing on-site inspections during the summer of 2009, officials of the VA’s Office of the Inspector General (VAOIG) confirmed several infection-control breaches at a number of U.S. medical facilities in the Caribbean, including a VAMC in San Juan (Puerto Rico). Several of these breaches, along with this author’s assessed risk of infection for each of these breaches, are listed in Table 2. These breaches included: (1) the improper disinfection of transvaginal ultrasound transducers (or probes); (2) the improper leak-testing of colonoscopes; and (3) the use of misbranded, damaged, and improperly reprocessed flexible laryngoscopes.

Nevertheless, the VAOIG issued a report in 2010 concluding, based on the Veterans Health Administration’s (VHA) risk assessments, that each of these breaches posed a “negligible” risk of infection and, therefore, the VHA did not notify affected patients, estimated to be in the thousands, of these breaches - this author’s risk assessments and the VHA’s policies and directives addressing the consistency of patient notification with the VHA’s core values of “trust, respect, excellence, commitment, and compassion” notwithstanding. The VHA’s risk assessments associated with these breaches identified in the Caribbean, along with eight other, unrelated risk assessments, are listed in Table 3. (An apparent display of inconsistent standards of care and different thresholds for patient notification, the risk assessments listed in Table 3 demonstrate that whereas one medical facility may notify patients of a breach assessed to pose a “negligible” risk of infection, another may not notify patients of a breach assessed to pose a comparably “negligible” risk of infection.)

STERIS SYSTEM 1

Liquid chemical sterilization

A study of these several well-publicized breaches investigated at these medical facilities in North Carolina, Tennessee, Georgia, Florida, Ottawa, and the Caribbean, along with Tables 1-3, can assist a healthcare facility’s optimization of the quality and effectiveness of its infection-control practices. This study also places renewed focus on: (1) openness, honesty, and trust in health care, including patient notification and informed patient consent; (2) the Food and Drug Administration’s (FDA) regulation of the safety, effectiveness, substantial equivalence and labeling claims of medical devices and infection-control products; (3) the clinical use of medical devices that are without a legal clearance or approval (or exemption); (4) enhanced efforts to prevent infection-control breaches and healthcare-associated infections (or, HAIs); and (5) the oversight of infection-control practices by healthcare and accrediting organizations.

An examination of the claim of liquid chemical sterilization provides an ideal and rare opportunity to address all of these topics and evaluate the quality of health care. A common fixture used for many years in operating room settings to process many different types of reusable medical equipment, including rigid endoscopes
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and other types of surgical instruments, the STERIS System 1 Sterile Processing System (“SS1”) is the first
device (and as of April, 2010, only one of two devices) cleared by the FDA with this anomalous label claim. The
FDA cleared the SS1 for marketing in 1988. [Parenthetically,
at the time of this device’s clearance, however, no
substantially equivalent, legally-marketed predicate device with the same intended use as the SS1’s to achieve “liquid
chemical sterilization” (and to produce “sterile” rinse water from a tap) were available, as seemingly would have
been required for the SS1 to receive a 510(k) clearance with
this specific claim. That a premarket approval (PMA),
instead of a 510(k) clearance, was the appropriate regulatory
avenue for this device to be marketed in 1988 is
debatable.]

Unlike traditional sterilizers that typically expose sur-
 gical instruments to heat or a lethal gas or plasma, the
SS1 (as its unique claim indicates) instead processes
struments using a liquid chemical sterilant. A table-
top automated device with a relatively small footprint,
the SS1 features two primary phases. During its first phase,
the SS1 fully immerse
d un wrapped in-
struments in a unique single-use sterilant, known as the
Steris 20, which is packaged as a liquid concentrate, but is
diluted with filtered water (to a use-concentration of 0.2% peracetic acid). During its second and last phase, the
SS1 terminally rinses these instruments with filtered
water to remove residues of the Steris 20 sterilant from the
processed instruments’ surfaces. According to the manufac-
turer, the SS1 “sterilizes” its rinse water by filtering the medical facility’s tap water through the SS1’s water
filtration system. While it features a 0.2 μm bacterial
membrane, this water filtration system is not associated
with a sterility assurance level (SAL). The quality of its rinse water is the Achilles’ heel of any liquid-based
automated reprocessor, especially those labeled to achieve
liquid chemical sterilization. Indeed, the “sterility” of the
SS1’s processed instruments requires that its rinse water
be assuredly sterile.
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Table 1  Several of the infection-control breaches identified at three Veterans Affairs Medical Centers in Murfreesboro (TN), Augusta (GA) and Miami (FL)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Breach</th>
<th>Details of breach</th>
<th>Guidelines, manufacturers’ instructions</th>
<th>Infection risk</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Improper reprocessing of irrigation tubing used during colonoscopy (Murfreesboro, TN)</td>
<td>For as many as 5 yr, the VAMC in Murfreesboro (TN) had been using the Olympus MAJ-855 auxiliary water tube that was: (1) fitted with an improper “two-way” connector; and (2) reprocessed once at the end of the day, not after each patient procedure, as required. Further, the short “irrigation tube” that connects the MAJ-855 tube to a flushing pump was not discarded at the end of the day, also as required.</td>
<td>According to its manufacturer: (1) the MAJ-855 tube is to be used only with the “one-way” valve with which it is manufactured and shipped (the removal of this valve and its replacement with the two-way connector used by the Olympus MAJ-974 “washing tube” is contraindicated); (2) the MAJ-855 tube is to be reprocessed after each procedure; and (3) the short irrigation tube is to be discarded at the end of each day.</td>
<td>Use of the MAJ-855 tube fitted with the MAJ-974’s two-way connector (instead of the correct one-way valve) can result in: the auxiliary water tube’s malfunction, its contamination due to the “back-flow” of potentially infectious debris from the patient’s colon, and patient-to-patient disease transmission. Further, failure to clean and high-level disinfect (or sterilize) the MAJ-855 tube after each patient procedure, or to discard the short irrigation tube at the end of each day, also poses an increased risk of infection.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improper reprocessing of colonoscopes (Miami, FL)</td>
<td>For as many as 5 yr, the VAMC in Miami (FL): (1) failed to reprocess the MAJ-855 tube after each procedure, instead merely flushing or rinsing it with (sterile) water; (2) often connected the MAJ-855 tube to the colonoscope while the procedure was already in progress; and (3) did not discard the short irrigation tube (that connects the MAJ-855 tube to a flushing pump) at the end of the day. In addition, “debris” had been identified in the auxiliary water channel of “reprocessed” colonoscopes.</td>
<td>According to its manufacturer: (1) the MAJ-855 tube is to be cleaned and high-level disinfected (or sterilized) after each procedure; (2) the MAJ-855 tube is to be connected to the colonoscope, with the auxiliary water system primed, prior to the procedure; and (3) the short irrigation tube is to be discarded at the end of the day. The use of an endoscope whose channels are soiled with patient debris is contraindicated.</td>
<td>Indeed, (1) The failure to clean and high-level disinfect the colonoscope, including its auxiliary water channel, or to discard the short irrigation tube at the end of each day; or, (2) the practice of neither cleaning and high-level disinfecting (or sterilizing) the MAJ-855 tube after each patient procedure nor connecting the MAJ-855 tube to the colonoscope, with the auxiliary water system primed, prior to the procedure, poses an increased risk of disease transmission.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improper cleaning and high-level disinfection of flexible laryngoscopes (Augusta, GA)</td>
<td>For almost a year, the VAMC in Augusta (GA) had been improperly reprocessing flexible laryngoscopes after each procedure, namely, by merely wiping them down with a disposable “sanitizing” cloth.</td>
<td>Guidelines and manufacturers’ instructions require cleaning and high-level disinfection (or sterilization) of flexible endoscopes and other semi-critical items after each use. The use of an improperly cleaned or disinfected flexible laryngoscope is contraindicated.</td>
<td>The improper cleaning and/or high-level disinfection of flexible endoscopes have been causally associated with disease transmission.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Veterans Health Administration (VHA) concluded that each of these infection-control breaches posed an increased risk of infection. Consequently, in accordance with the VHA’s relevant directives, patients were notified of these breaches and of their potential for infection. Several recommendations to prevent infections associated with each of these breaches are provided in Table 6. VAMC: Veterans Affairs Medical Center.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Breach</th>
<th>Details of breach</th>
<th>Guidelines, manufacturers’ instructions</th>
<th>FDA regulations</th>
<th>Infection risk</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Improper high-level disinfection of transvaginal ultrasound transducers[1-3,8]</td>
<td>For approximately 2 yr, the VAMC (in San Juan) and an outpatient clinic (in Mayaguez) did not high-level disinfect transvaginal ultrasound transducers after each use[3]. Instead, staff sprayed these instruments with an ineffective disinfectant (and then, at least at this clinic in Mayaguez, covered them with two latex sheaths before use). Whether these transducers were properly cleaned prior to being sprayed is unclear.</td>
<td>Transvaginal ultrasound transducers are semi-critical devices for which high-level disinfection (or sterilization) is recommended after each use[75,81], whether or not these transducers are covered with a protective sheath[75,81].</td>
<td>Failure to clean and/or to high-level disinfect these semi-critical devices poses an increased risk of patient infection[75,81]. Further, improperly reprocessed transvaginal ultrasound transducers, even when covered with a protective sheath during the procedure, may pose an increased risk of transmission of infectious agents, including HPV[75,81].</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Failure to leak-test colonoscopes[1,3,8]</td>
<td>Colonoscopes used in this VAMC’s operating room were not leak-tested for (at least) 9 mo[8]. Leak testing of the colonoscope is required after each procedure, just prior to cleaning[77,88]. This test detects leaks that can permit fluids to invade and damage the endoscope’s internal structures[81]. Manufacturers’ instructions contraindicate the use of a colonoscope (or flexible endoscope) that fails this crucial test[88].</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use of a misbranded flexible laryngoscope[2,3,8]</td>
<td>For possibly as many as 9 mo, this VAMC (namely, its radiotherapy department) routinely used a damaged flexible laryngoscope, with a leak. Similarly, an outpatient clinic (in Ponce) did not leak-test its flexible laryngoscopes for 3 yr[8]. For possibly as many as 9 mo, this VAMC (namely, its radiotherapy department) was not properly cleaning a flexible laryngoscope after each procedure using a detergent[8]. Instead, it was rinsed with running water (followed by drying with a clean gauze pad). Further, for 3 yr an outpatient clinic (in Ponce) was not properly cleaning (nor leak testing; see above) its flexible laryngoscope after each use, and this clinic, too, may not have been properly high-level disinfecting the laryngoscope[8].</td>
<td>A misbranded device lacks the necessary clearance to be legally marketed in the US[75,80,89]. The use of a misbranded (or adulterated) device is expressly prohibited by the Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act, unless the “unapproved” device has received, for example, an approved “investigational device exemption” (or, IDE), which, among other considerations, requires for its use informed patient consent[83].</td>
<td>The safety and effectiveness of a misbranded medical device cannot be assured, and its use could pose an increased risk of patient harm including infection[81,4,81].</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Veterans Health Administration (VHA) concluded that each of these five listed breaches posed a “negligible” risk of infection[13,39]. Consequently, patients were not notified of the potential for their exposure to infectious agents, including HIV and other blood-borne pathogens[13,39]. Several recommendations to prevent infections associated with each of these breaches are provided in Table 6. VAMC: Veterans Affairs Medical Center.
Table 3  Assessed risk of infection associated with nine different confirmed infection-control breaches, the number of patients notified of the breach, and the reference discussing the breach

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Assessed risk of infection1</th>
<th>No. of patients notified</th>
<th>Ref.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Negligible2</td>
<td>No patients notified</td>
<td>[1,3,12]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extremely low</td>
<td>1812</td>
<td>[84]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small but not zero3</td>
<td>&gt; 10 000</td>
<td>[2,6]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extremely low</td>
<td>&gt; 500</td>
<td>[85]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extremely remote</td>
<td>9000</td>
<td>[86]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimal to non-existent</td>
<td>360</td>
<td>[87]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extremely low risk</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>[88]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No increased risk</td>
<td>&gt; 3500</td>
<td>[4,5]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Very low risk</td>
<td>6800</td>
<td>[7,89]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1Although this table’s nine risk assessments are seemingly without significant clinical differences, the actions associated with each assessment were, at times, notably dissimilar. Whereas breaches assessed to have a “negligible” infection risk did not result in patient notification (Table 3’s first row), other breaches assessed either to have similar infection risks, including “extremely low” and “extremely remote” infection risks, nevertheless resulted in patient notification; Some researchers who have studied these breaches have instead concluded that each posed an increased risk of infection warranting the notification of affected patients.2,4,13. Among other considerations, including to be consistent with the VHA’s policies and procedures24,25, patient notification is important to transparency and quality improvement. These breaches were also assessed to have a “low but significant risk” of infection and a risk of infection that is “substantially less than 1 in 10 000”25. The table’s sign “x” denotes “more than”.

...infectious agents including (but not limited to) *Pseudomonas aeruginosa* (*P. aeruginosa*) and other microorganisms24. Moreover, a traditional sterilizer’s lethality, or likelihood of success, is described by its SAL, which is both typically equal to 104 and inversely proportional to the sterilizer’s effectiveness. As its SAL increases (say, from 104 to 105), the probability that the processor did not successfully sterilize the instrument also increases24. For background, healthcare staff routinely monitor the effectiveness of sterilizers using biological indicators (BIs)24-26. Medical devices themselves, BIs may vary in physical design and type, but each contains a high number of viable (alive yet dormant) bacterial endospores that are resistant to the sterilizer’s specific biocidal agent. Published concerns that the SS1’s sterilant might “wash off” the endospores from the SS1’s (compromised) BI and not destroy them notwithstanding, the FDA cleared a BI in 1996 for exclusive use with the SS1 (8 years after the SS1’s clearance, in 1988)19,25. According to its labeling, however, this BI is limited in function, exposed (not sealed), and designed to monitor only the SS1’s Steris 20 sterilant - not the effectiveness of the SS1’s complete process, which includes the production of “sterile” filtered rinse water via the SS1’s water filtration system. (In general, the claim of “liquid chemical sterilization” requires that surgical instruments and flexible endoscopes be immersed in a liquid chemical sterilant followed by their terminal rinsing with “sterile” water18,30.) Due to the SS1’s design, however, this water filtration system cannot be routinely monitored microbiologically, and, therefore, the “sterility” of the SS1’s filtered rinse water cannot be confirmed and documented25-27. Because the SS1’s filtered rinse water during this processor’s second phase: (1) contacts the processed instruments after their immersion in its Steris 20 sterilant; and (2) is not microbiologically monitored (i.e., is of an unknown microbial quality and may be contaminated with potentially pathogenic microorganisms21-23,34-37), the “sterility” of the SS1’s wet, processed instruments is in doubt16,21,22,25,28,29.

This conclusion raises a number of questions about not only the effectiveness of liquid chemical sterilization, but also the FDA’s regulation of medical devices. As early as 1993, the validity of this claim, in general, and of the SS1’s claim, in particular, to “sterilize” instruments and to produce “sterile” filtered rinse water from tap water was questioned21-23,29. Also questioned were both the SS1’s “guarantee”30 to achieve sterilization (sterilization being a probability, not a certainty, notwithstanding24) and the SS1’s intended use, which promotes the clinical use of wet, processed surgical instruments16,18,19,21,29,11,37.

(The SS1 and its water filtration system are not associated with a SAL24,27,13.) Moisture or water on a surgical instrument presages its microbial contamination26,1, and the clinical use of wet medical instruments - for example, the introduction of wet bronchoscopes into a patient’s lungs - has been associated with patient infection14,21,23,25,28,11,37.

Indeed, the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) wrote a report in 1999 that linked the SS1’s use to the transmission of waterborne bacterial18, and also the causative agent of respiratory tuberculosis, with associated patient morbidity34,36. Expressing similar concerns, the FDA wrote a letter 2 years later, in April, 2001, that suggested the SS1 may be mislabeled32. This letter questioned the effectiveness of the SS1 and the “sterility” of its processed instruments, concluding (as had been previously published by others24,25,29,33,34,36-40) that the SS1’s association “with patient infections usually caused by waterborne organisms” has led the Agency “to question the ability of the (SS1) to provide a sterile water rinse21,32,37.

**FDA warning letter**

Other reports through the years have also linked the SS1’s use to patient injury, typically to infections of waterborne bacteria following bronchoscopy21,23,32,37. In once instance in 2003, officials of a hospital in Pittsburgh (PA) linked an outbreak of *P. aeruginosa* to the SS1’s processing of bronchoscopes, finding the SS1’s water filtration system to be “defective” and at fault31. (Five years earlier in 1998, a published report concluded that 0.2 μ bacterial water filters, such as the SS1’s, could fail and pose an increased risk of patient infection due to opportunistic waterborne bacteria30.) The investigation of this outbreak in Pittsburgh, which was discussed in an article on the front page of *The Wall Street Journal*31, echoed the FDA’s earlier concerns published in 200132, namely, that the SS1 may not be producing sterile rinse water as both its labeling and aseptic technique require21-25. A federal investigation of the SS1 was initiated circa 2004 in response, in part, to these re-
ports questioning this device’s safety and effectiveness.[20]

Seven years after it wrote its letter of April, 2001, suggesting that the SS1 may be mislabeled[32], the FDA, in May, 2008, published a warning letter concluding that both the SS1 and Steris 20 sterilant were “adulterated” and “misbranded”[14,43]. More specifically, the FDA wrote in this letter that the SS1 and Steris 20 sterilant had undergone several “changes or modifications” that could “significantly affect (their) safety or effectiveness”[43]. According to this warning letter, these changes, which the FDA determined to include the manufacturer’s re-formulation of the Steris 20’s chemical ingredients, had not been submitted to and reviewed by the FDA as required by federal regulations[33]. In addition to concluding that the SS1 (and Steris 20 sterilant) is an “unapproved device that violates federal law”[43], this warning letter once again expressed the FDA’s concerns - like those that the FDA had previously presented in its aforementioned letter of April, 2001[32] (and like those, too, that others had previously published[21-25,26,29,33,36-40] - about the SS1’s safety, effectiveness, and “ability to sterilize” instruments[43]. A timeline of these and other events relevant to the SS1’s history, 510(k) clearance, regulation and recent censure is provided in Table 4.

Adulterated and misbranded device

In response to the FDA’s warning letter of May, 2008, the SS1’s manufacturer issued a letter to its customers on January 20, 2009[44]. This letter disclosed that its manufacturer, first, had discontinued the marketing of the SS1; and, second, had submitted a 510(k) clearance application to the FDA just days earlier requesting to market this “altered” SS[10,44], which the manufacturer named the STERIS System 1E Liquid Sterilant Processing System[20]. This new device features the System 1E Processor (“SS1E”) and the S40 sterilant, which is a single-use, peracetic-acid concentrate that is not unlike the Steris 20 sterilant[30]. Cognizant of the popularity and potential revenue that a device with this coveted claim could garner, especially from its use in operating-room settings, the manufacturer’s submitted 510(k) application, like the SS1’s[19], requested to market the SS1E to achieve liquid chemical sterilization. Almost 10 mo later, on both December 3 and 10, 2009, the FDA formally and publicly censured the SS1, stressing not only that it was “adulterated and misbranded,” but also that the SS1’s safety and effectiveness were of a sufficient concern to require the discontinuation of its marketing (Table 4)[31,42,46].

According to the FDA, every manufactured SS1 since its clearance in 1998 was subject to this regulatory declaration and de facto recall[30,42,46]. Nevertheless, presumably to mitigate the potential inconvenience and expense that the immediate termination of the SS1’s use might cause them, the FDA granted healthcare facilities a grace, or “transition,” period of 3 to 6 mo to replace the censured SS1 with a legally marketed alternative[12,42,46]. Two months later, on February 2, 2010, however, the FDA extended this transition period for the first of three times, sanctioning the censured SS1’s continued use (in the operating-room and other settings) for more than 18 mo, until August 2, 2011[10]. (Raising fair questions about the regulation of medical devices, this date in 2011 is notable because, it is almost a decade after the FDA first published its concerns about the SS1’s safety and effectiveness, in 2001[20], and is more than 3 years after the FDA wrote of the SS1’s adulteration and misbranding in a warning letter, in 2008[43] .) Specifically, pursuant to the terms of this extended deadline, the FDA would permit the Steris 20 sterilant and other parts, components, and accessories required for the SS1’s operation to continue to be sold and used in the U.S. for another year and a half[37] (the FDA’s censure of the SS1 notwithstanding). Interestingly, a conclusion that a researcher had previously published[38], the FDA concluded on February 22, 2010, that rigid endoscopes and other reusable medical instruments whose labeling lists the SS1 as an appropriate, acceptable, or recommended reprocessing method are, as a consequence of the SS1’s censure, themselves misbranded[15,40].

STERIS System 1E

On April 5, 2010, the FDA cleared for marketing (by way of a letter) the SS1E, along with its S40 sterilant and an accompanying chemical indicator (CI), both for use only with the SS1E[24]. Although it cleared the SS1E with the claim of liquid chemical sterilization, the FDA (possibly, in acknowledgment of questions that researchers had previously raised about this claim’s validity[21-25,26,33,36-40]) did not originally clear a BI for use with the SS1E (although almost two years later, on March 30, 2012, the FDA cleared a spore strip, or BI, for use with the SS1E). Nor did the FDA clear the SS1E with a “sterile” rinse water claim, which raises questions about this device’s both clearance and effectiveness[43]. Rather, the FDA cleared the SS1E’s rinse water with the significantly more limiting (although more scientifically sound) claim of “extensively treated potable water”[20]. This quality of water (as opposed to sterile water) might be acceptable for reprocessing and terminally rinsing semi-critical (and non-critical) devices, but its use in the operating-room setting for reprocessing and rinsing critical instruments may be questioned[16,21,25,32].

On April 6, 2010, one day after the SS1E’s clearance, the FDA issued a clarifying statement emphasizing that the SS1E’s rinse water and processed instruments are “not sterile”[49,51]. The FDA added in its statement that “the SS1E should not be used on devices that must be sterile”[50] (the SS1E’s cleared claim of liquid chemical sterilization notwithstanding). Three days later, on April 9, 2010, the FDA again reiterated that the SS1E’s rinse water is not sterile[59]. That confusion and inconsistencies associated with the cleared claim of liquid chemical sterilization might typify some of the tension between a manufacturer’s marketing goals and the FDA’s public-health mission is a possibility[57].

Certificate of medical necessity

The conclusions of the FDA’s letter written in April, 2001, notwithstanding[52], it was not until December
3, 2009, as previously noted, that the Agency formally censured the SS1, declaring that every one of SS1’s models and serial numbers manufactured since 1988 were adulterated and misbranded\[41,48,52\]. No matter the primary impetus for the SS1’s ultimate censure (Was this censure due more to the SS1’s questionable “sterile” rinse water claim\[16,21,25,32,36-40\] than to its manufacturer’s cited design changes\[43\] or for this regulatory action’s delay of more than 20 years, the FDA obtained on April, 2010, a consent decree of permanent injunction that legally prohibited the sale and distribution of the SS1, but not of its accompanying Steris 20 sterilant (Table 4)\[52\]. One of this decree’s primary provisions required that any healthcare facility continuing to use the SS1 (and to receive and purchase parts, components, accessories, and “consumables,” including its Steris 20 sterilant) have an authorized official - for example, the healthcare facility’s chief medical officer, or the chairman of the Institutional Review Board (IRB) - sign a certificate of medical necessity (CN) issued by the SS1’s manufacturer\[53\]. This CN,
which was to be returned to the SS1’s manufacturer by July 2, 2010, would certify that the healthcare facility’s continued use of the unapproved SS1, during the time its “transitions” to a legally marked alternative, is “an immediate and continued medical necessity”[53,54].

Although this CN states that this transition period ends on August 2, 2011[53], the manufacturer notified the SS1’s customers in March, 2011, that the FDA had pushed back (for the second time in as many years) the date that they would have to stop using the SS1 (and stop purchasing the Steris 20 sterilant), from August 2, 2011, to February 2, 2012 (Table 4)[55]. Then, in late December, 2011, the FDA published a notice entitled “Second 6 Month Extension for Health Care Facilities to Replace STERIS System 1 with a Legally-Marketed Alternative” that again extended the time for healthcare facilities to continue using the SS1 (and to continue purchasing and using the Steris 20 sterilant) until August 2, 2012 (Table 4)[56].

(While the title of this FDA notice is technically correct, it can be misunderstood. Indeed, the FDA twice extended the use of the SS1, each for 6 mo. But, on February 3, 2010, the FDA also extended the SS1’s use for 18 mo, so that, in total, the FDA extended the SS1’s use for 30 mo after the SS1’s formal censure in December, 2009.) Among other criteria, this notice required users of the SS1 to complete and return to the SS1’s manufacturer a signed certificate of transition (CT) by February 2, 2012[57]. Though a different document, this CT, issued by the SS1’s manufacturer, is similar in focus and format to the SS1’s CN[53]. (Whether the manufacturers of those reusable rigid endoscopes and surgical instruments that were the subject of the FDA’s aforementioned letter of February 22, 2010, would also have had to issue a similar CN and a CT has not been published by the FDA and is unclear[56].)

**DISCUSSION**

**A faulty risk assessment?**

The threshold for notification of affected patients of a medical error, including of an infection-control breach, is a topic of debate[5]. Due in part to a number of considerations, a healthcare facility or network can be affected by unrecognized biases that may cause it to underestimate a breach’s true risk of infection (e.g., publication bias), concluding that a substantive breach with the potential to have infected patients posed instead a negligible risk not warranting patient notification[1,10,12,14]. The lack of a universally-adopted standard instructing a medical facility to inform affected patients of a confirmed breach (unless, deceptively, a compelling, evidence-based rationale for not doing so can be provided) can engender poor quality, a mistrust of health care, and inconsistent patient care. Based primarily on utilitarian and duty-oriented principles, Dudzinski et al[8] (2010) recommend notification of patients “even when the probability of physical harm to patients is very low” (Table 3). This recommendation is well-taken and consistent with one of the VHA’s own directives[14], which states that: “VHA facilities and individual VHA providers have an ethical and legal obligation to disclose to patients adverse events that have been sustained in the course of their care, including cases where the adverse event may not be obvious or severe, or where the harm may only be evident in the future.” So, a fair question may be asked: why did the VHA not notify affected patients of the infection-control breaches it identified in the Caribbean in 2009 (Table 2)?

Adopting a standard like Dudzinski et al’s (2010)[8] and ironically, like this directive by the VHA[14], some researchers (with whom the VA OIG consulted prior to the publication of its report[1,12]) concluded that these breaches confirmed in the Caribbean - like those confirmed at the three VAMCs in Tennessee, Georgia, and Florida about which more than 10 000 affected patients were notified (Table 1) - similarly posed an “increased” risk of infection warranting patient notification[1,10,12,14]. The VHA’s decision, to date, not to notify the patients affected by these breaches identified in the Caribbean is further critiqued because - in addition to this decision by the VHA not being consistent with the VHA’s own directives, which also state that: (1) “disclosure of adverse events to patients or their personal representatives is consistent with VHA core values of trust, respect, excellence, commitment, and compassion”; and (2) “honestly discussing the difficult truth that an adverse event has occurred demonstrates respect for the patient, professionalism, and a commitment to improving care”[14], one of these confirmed breaches, namely, the improper reprocessing of flexible laryngoscopes at the VAMC in San Juan, PR (Table 2), had also been confirmed at the aforementioned VAMC in Georgia, previously causing the VHA to notify the 1069 affected patients (Table 1)[1,12,14].

**Investigational devices**

Adoption of a policy that notifies patients of a potentially significant medical error or infection-control breach may not only improve the quality and trust of health care but also, in addition to minimizing potential conflicts of interest, is the patient’s expectation. In some circumstances, however, patient notification may be less of a dilemma than a federal mandate. For example, consider a “significant risk” medical device whose design has been modified, but that may be used lawfully in the clinical setting without a regulatory approval or clearance[9]. This modified device - like those unapproved devices that may be the subject of a clinical study conducted by a manufacturer or sponsor to demonstrate the device’s safety and effectiveness (as required of a PMA) or its substantially equivalence to a legally marketed predicate device [as required of a 510(k)] - is referred to as “investigational”[46,47], and it may be lawfully used in the US provided a number of criteria are satisfied[46,47]. These criteria are detailed in the Code of Federal Regulations and include, among others: (1) obtaining for the device an investigational device exemption (“IDE”) approved by an IRB (and, possibly, by the FDA); (2) labeling the device “caution - investiga-
that the SS1 and Steris 20 sterilant labeling claims had been demonstrated and, therefore, the device’s clinical use manifestly poses the potential for patient harm[43,45,48,52,53,57]. Without an approved IDE, the manufacturer’s shipment and introduction into interstate commerce of this unapproved device, as required for its clinical use, would violate federal law[41,42]. Federal rules and regulations governing the clinical and lawful use of medical devices that are without a regulatory clearance or approval also mandate a fourth criterion: that all affected patients be informed of, and consent to, the device’s use[16,17,56,57]. Nevertheless, applying this discussion to both the claim of liquid chemical sterilization and the federal oversight of infection-control products, the censured SS1 and Steris 20 sterilant, which are “significant risk,” modified devices, not only remain in use (and the Steris 20 will continue to be sold through August 2, 2012) almost 4 years after the FDA declared in May, 2008, the SS1 to be adulterated and misbranded, but also do so apparently without reasonable assurance that these four criteria have been satisfied[41,48,52,54]. Namely, the SS1’s consent decree, CN and CT - like the FDA’s statements, notices, and letters discussing the SS1’s censure and discontinued marketing - do not formally address or clarify whether the SS1 and Steris 20 sterilant are investigational devices[16,41,48,52,53]. To be sure, the concordance of, on the one hand, the FDA’s censurenounced use of the SS1 (and both use and sale of the Steris 20 sterilant) through August 2, 2012, in the US[47] (and possibly for longer in at least one other country[186]) with, on the other hand, the clear intent and provisions of both the Food, Drug and Cosmetic (FD&C) Act and the Code of Federal Regulations (and with Medicare’s reimbursement rules[188]) prohibiting the shipment and clinical use of unapproved devices without an approved IDE is not self-evident.

A conflict of interest?

Both the SS1’s consent decree[52] (and associated CN, which are not entirely unlike those associated with some other censured medical devices[189]) and the FDA’s approval of the unapproved SS1’s continued use (through August 2, 2012[187]) are arguably as notable for their apparent tension with federal rules and regulations as for their lack of clarity and completeness. In summary, the FDA in 2001 expressed concern about the SS1’s safety and labeling claims[21,32], concluded in 2008 that this device’s safety and effectiveness cannot be assured[43]; and wrote in December, 2009, that the SS1 and Steris 20 sterilant are adulterated and misbranded (i.e., unapproved) devices (Table 4)[41,42,43]. Moreover, the FDA wrote in December, 2009, that the Agency is “acting now (against the SS1) to limit the risk of harm to patients and users”[41,42,43]. Nevertheless, in the spring of 2012, both the SS1 and Steris 20 sterilant remain in use, apparently lawfully. Whether the SS1 has been classified by the FDA (pursuant to the terms of the SS1’s consent decree) as an investigational device, however, requiring (but not limited to) informed patient consent remains nebulous[16,41-48,52,53].

This confusion brings into focus an interesting, but at least for the patient unfavorable, dynamic. Specifically, the SS1’s consent decree, CN and CT (possibly, like those of other devices, too) define the terms of the established and financial relationship between the device’s manufacturer (who sells and ships the unapproved device) and the healthcare provider (who purchased the device and uses it to treat patients during the course of business). These terms, however, do not appear to expressly consider or address the rights, safety, and welfare of the patient, even though the patient could, according to the FDA[41,42,43], be harmed by the use of this (or of any other) unapproved device. Therefore, by not requiring that the patient be informed of the SS1’s clinical use, the regulation of this unapproved device (e.g., the SS1’s oversight pursuant to its consent decree, CN and CT) becomes party to a potential conflict of interest, because the patient’s knowledge of, and potential objections to, this censured device’s clinical use could adversely affect this financial relationship between the manufacturer and healthcare provider (as well as raise questions about the FDA’s regulation of medical devices like the SS1). Interestingly, not only were the FD&C Act and its provisions for informed patient consent designed to redress this potential conflict of interest, but the formal classification of the SS1 and Steris 20 sterilant as investigational devices would reasonably have corrected and abrogated it.

Additionally conflicting, if a patient, not informed or aware of the SS1’s use (pursuant to the apparent terms of the SS1’s consent decree, CN and CT), were harmed by this unapproved device, the healthcare provider and manufacturer - both of whom as a consequence could face allegations of negligence and a lack of due diligence, baseless or not - might further be incentivized not to disclose the SS1’s use. It is acknowledged that physicians and other healthcare providers cannot be expected or required to disclose to their patients every detail of treatment. But, a consent decree’s establishment of a financial relationship between a manufacturer and a healthcare provider without the expressed requirement that both the patient be informed and other necessary checks and balances be in place to ensure the patient’s safety raises questions not only about this established relationship’s fairness, objectivity, and impartiality, but also about its consistency with the intent of those provisions of the FD&C Act and Code of Federal Regulations that address the use of unapproved medical devices. Therefore, that the SS1’s consent decree and associated CN and CT, although seemingly consistent with federal regulations, may not be adequately transparent or complete could be argued.

Muscarella LF. Study of medical errors and infection-control lapses
FDA's definition of liquid chemical sterilization

Confusion and ambiguity have surrounded the anomalous and controversial claim of liquid chemical sterilization for more than two decades, when it was first introduced in 1988. Briefly, quality incorporated into a device’s labeling claims and instructions for use (IFUs) reduces the potential for the device’s misuse and patient harm. As if want of this quality, however, liquid chemical sterilization not only is an oxymoronic claim, but also is defined, at times, less in terms of what it actually achieves than by what this claim does not achieve. Namely, the FDA cleared the SS1E to achieve liquid chemical sterilization while also incongruously concluding that instruments processed in the SS1E “are not sterile” (which is in part due to the FDA’s clearance of the SS1E without a “sterile” filtered rinse water claim). Indeed, published reports suggest that processes labeled with the claim of liquid chemical sterilization achieve an outcome that may be more akin to disinfection. For instance, a document that the FDA recently published equates liquid chemical sterilization with high-level disinfection, as if these two processes might be comparable and interchangeable. Whether confusion about the claim and regulation of liquid chemical sterilization [How can a processor be cleared to achieve (liquid chemical) sterilization with the acknowledgment that the processed instruments are not sterile? Can the outcome of instruments exposed to liquid chemical sterilization instead be expected to be one of the three levels of disinfec] might have confounded healthcare providers about, if not have also downplayed, the importance of instrument reprocessing and aseptic technique, posing an increased risk of HAIs, is unclear, although possible.

POSITION STATEMENT
Lack of guidance

Lacking is published guidance advising medical facilities whether the continued use of the unapproved SS1 (or of any censured device) through August 2, 2012, in the US (or longer in other countries) might be prejudicial and pose legal and safety risks; require an approved IDE; or warrant the implementation of specific corrective or preventative actions (“CAPAs”) designed to minimize the risk of patient (and healthcare staff) injuries - for example, to dry the SS1’s wet, processed instruments before their reuse (and before their storage). Nor have any published papers, sentinel alerts, or guidance documents discussed the significance, accrediting implications, or potential compromise of aseptic technique (Would affected patients have to be informed?) associated with the unapproved SS1’s use since 1988 (the year the FDA concluded the SS1 first became adulterated and misbranded). The paucity of such guidance is surprising, in part because healthcare organizations, state departments of health, and other agencies, when faced with similar circumstances, have published reports, “position statements”, and sentinel alerts addressing concerns about infection control, reprocessing practices and the safety and effectiveness of medical devices, including, for example, of infusion pumps, arthroscopic shaver handpieces, and an automated reprocessor (although not about the SS1). Guidance evaluating the impact on patient safety of reusing single-use devices has also been published. And partly in response to publicized infection-control lapses, guidelines providing recommendations to prevent disease transmission during GI endoscopy have been published and endorsed by several societies and organizations.

A circumspective approach

Circumspection applies to the clinical use of an adulterated, misbranded or federally censured medical device. Before using such a device, it is recommended that the healthcare facility: (1) assess the risks and benefits associated with the device’s continued use (by reviewing the published literature and the FDA’s databases for more insight into the device’s safety and effectiveness); (2) determine, when applicable, whether signing and returning a CN and CT is appropriate; and (3) obtain a letter of indemnification from the device’s manufacturer discussing the device’s safety and its support of the device’s effectiveness. The healthcare facility may also consider receiving written clarification from a supervisory healthcare, accrediting, or certification organization, or a state or federal agency, advising whether the device’s continued use: (1) is medically sound; (2) requires an approved IDE (including informed patient consent); (3) might jeopardize the healthcare facility’s accreditation, certification, or state licensing (and, too, is consistent with Medicare’s reimbursement and billing regulations and does not adversely affect the healthcare facility’s insurance premiums or malpractice coverage); and (4) requires any corrective actions to reduce the risk of injury to patients (and, possibly, to staff members). Otherwise, the continued use of the unapproved or censured medical device could be problematic and subject the healthcare facility to claims of negligence and a failure of due diligence, especially if the device’s continued use were associated with an injury.

CONCLUSION

In 2008 and 2009 the FDA concluded that the SS1 and Steris 20 sterilant have been adulterated and misbranded since 1988. This federal censure is not academic, and, arguing for consideration of the SS1’s labeling, design, and use as a bona fide “medical error,” several reports have linked this censured device’s use to the injury of patients (and staff members). The history and circumstances of the SS1, its regulation, marketing and ultimate censure are as fascinating as they are educational, although they suggest that evidence-based and consistent oversight of infection-control products (by federal and state agencies, and by private organizations) is lacking. Several questions remain unanswered, including the factors that contributed to both the SS1 and Steris 20 sterilant being on the U.S. market for almost two decades,
To healthcare facilities:

Review a previously published set of instructions for reprocessing the Olympus MAJ-855 auxiliary water tube, along with the colonoscope's auxiliary water channel [58]. Also, review Table 6

Before using an adulterated or misbranded device, or a censored medical device subject to a consent decree and/or CN: (1) consider whether describing it as investigational subject to an approved IDE, the oversight by an IRB and informed patient consent is warranted; and (2) ensure that its use does not contravene the healthcare facility's policies and procedures (or other documents, including its insurance policies)

Ensure that the certification of a censored device's continued use pursuant to a signed CN (or CT) is lawful and based on sound medical considerations and patient safety

To maintain a consistent standard of patient care, quality, and transparency, consider patient disclosure of a medical error to be the norm, no matter whether the error is an infection-control breach associated with a low risk of infection (Table 3)

The use of a wet flexible endoscope or surgical instrument to treat patients is not recommended. Prior to their use (and storage), wet, processed flexible endoscopes, such as those processed by the SS1 (or SS1E), may be dried using 70% alcohol followed by forced air

Consider periodically monitoring the microbial quality of the water used to rinse flexible (and rigid) endoscopes following their high-level disinfection or liquid chemical sterilization. Contaminated rinse water will yield contaminated, processed instruments. Failure to monitor the rinse water microbiologically precludes assurances that it does not contain potentially pathogenic microorganisms

Review the history of the SS1's use, regulation, and discontinuation (Table 4). Also, review the risk assessments provided in Tables 1-3

Review all infection-control product's labeling claims. Question any processor's labeling that "guarantees" sterilization (or high-level disinfection)

To regulatory agencies:

Continued attention to the scientifically sound, active regulation of medical devices with infection-control applications is appreciated. One important aspect of this oversight is the frequent and/or detailed auditing of medical device manufacturers, to ensure, among other considerations, the proper control and documentation of any changes to a medical device's labeling and design. Also recommended are more frequent and thorough audits by international organizations that support the quality of manufacturers

Continued efforts to ensure that the wording of 510(k) clearances describing a device's intended use is clear and consistent are encouraged. Cleared labeling claims that detail what the device does achieve, rather than what it does not achieve (e.g., the SS1E's FDA-cleared liquid chemical sterilization claim), are important to quality and to reducing the risk of confusion, user error, and patient harms

Consider eliminating the oxymoronic and anomalous claim of liquid chemical sterilization and replacing it with a more scientific and consistent claim (e.g., enhanced, ultra, or rapidly sporicidal high-level disinfection)

Also recommended are: (1) the enhanced attention of consent decrees, CNs and CTs to transparency, and patient safety; (2) the definitive clarification by the FDA whether the continued use of an unapproved or otherwise censored device requires an approved IDE; and (3) improved efforts to ensure that the patient's rights, safety and welfare are protected whenever an unapproved or otherwise censored device is used

To manufacturers:

Adopt more rigorous quality and regulatory standards that prevent the design, manufacture, sale and marketing of potentially unsafe, mislabeled, ineffective, or unapproved medical devices [e.g., those without a 510(k) clearance or PMA]. Do not change or modify the designs (including the labeling and intended uses) of medical devices (e.g., the re-formulation of a high-level disinfectant's labeling and chemical ingredients) without adequate documentation and control (per the FDA's Quality System Regulation). Submit to the FDA for its review and clearance substantively modified devices prior to their marketing and sale. Whenever in doubt, conclude that a design change requires a new 510(k) submission

Use caution before including in a reusable surgical instrument's instructions for use (IFUs) a reprocessing device (e.g., the SS1), that is adulterated, misbranded, or lacks adequate design control, documentation and/or data validating its labeling claims, safety, and compatibility with the surgical instrument's materials. Otherwise, the FDA may consider the surgical instrument to be itself misbranded

To healthcare organizations:

Consider a more proactive role in the oversight of the safety and effectiveness of infection-control products and of the validity of their labeling claims

Consider publishing guidance to facilitate a medical facility evaluating whether the continued use of a censored medical device subject to a CN [e.g., the SS1] is legally and medically sound; warrants an approved IDE including informed patient consent; could adversely impact a healthcare facility's accreditation, certification, or licensing; and requires any corrective or preventative actions or changes in clinical practice

To the VHA:

Notification of patients affected by the infection-control breaches confirmed within the Caribbean in 2009 (Table 2) is recommended, to ensure compliance and consistency with the VHA's relevant directives and policies vis-a-vis patient notification [59], a consistent standard of patient care; and a commitment to transparency and quality. In general, consider patient notification to be the norm

To patients:

While formal recommendations for patients are not, per se, the focus of this article, some guidance is provided

If an infection is contracted (or other type of patient harm is encountered) during or following a medical procedure, among other considerations:

Verify that the healthcare facility did not use (without the patient's knowledge) a medical device that had been censored, adulterated, misbranded, described as investigational, or subject to a signed CN and/or CT (e.g., the SS1)

Investigate whether, at the time the patient received medical care or treatment, any known or undisclosed infection-control breaches, lapses, or medical errors were identified by the healthcare facility

Consider contacting the healthcare facility prior to a procedure and ask for the facility to certify its relative risk of infections and other adverse events, compared to other facilities. Ensure that this risk is based on internal data that have been independently validated for accuracy and completeness

Patients potentially affected by one or more of the breaches confirmed within the Caribbean and listed in Table 2 might consider contacting the VHA and requesting being tested to ensure they were not infected with a transmissible disease due to any of these confirmed breaches

These patients may also consider asking the VHA for evidence-based justification for having not notified them of any of these breaches listed in Table 2. The medical literature suggests that these breaches may have posed an increased risk of infection

Consider having a blood test taken before the procedure to demonstrate a negative blood-borne pathogen result. A positive result promptly after the procedure might implicate the procedure as the infection's cause
Table 6  Several recommendations to prevent patient infections associated with the breaches described in Tables 1 and 2

Olympus MAJ-855 auxiliary water tube:
Clean and high-level disinfect (or steam sterilize) the MAJ-855 auxiliary water tube (in accordance with its manufacturer’s instructions)\(^\text{[16,21,29]}\). Recommendations for reprocessing this MAJ-855 tube and the colonoscope’s auxiliary water tube have been previously published\(^\text{[76,77]}\).

Improper reprocessing, or the misuse of the MAJ-855 tube may pose an increased risk of infection warranting patient notification\(^\text{[72]}\).

Colonoscope:
After each clinical case, clean and high-level disinfect (at a minimum) the colonoscope (and all other types of GI endoscopes)\(^\text{[75,82]}\). Refer to the colonoscope’s operator’s manual for detailed reprocessing instructions\(^\text{[76,77]}\).

In addition to its other channels and surfaces, including the suction and air/water valves, reprocess the auxiliary water channel regardless of whether this channel was used or flushed with water during the clinical case\(^\text{[76,77]}\). Do not use the GI endoscope if assurances that this channel (or any other surface) was properly reprocessed cannot be provided.

Soil dripping from a “reprocessed” colonoscope may indicate improper cleaning of the auxiliary water channel. Do not use a visibly soiled or improperly reprocessed GI endoscope rather, reprocess it again before its reuse.

Improper reprocessing of the colonoscope and its auxiliary water channel may pose an increased risk of infection warranting patient notification\(^\text{[72]}\).

Prior to its reprocessing, visually inspect (for damage) and leak-test the colonoscope, in accordance with its manufacturer’s instructions. Do not use a colonoscope that has not been leak-tested, has a leak and fails this test, is torn, and/or is otherwise damaged. Return the damaged colonoscope to its manufacturer, in accordance with its operator’s manual.

Flexible laryngoscope:
After each clinical case, clean and high-level disinfect (at a minimum) the flexible laryngoscope, including, if featured, its suction channel, suction valve, and biopsy inlet or port\(^\text{[76]}\).

A unique set of step-by-step instructions for reprocessing laryngoscopes is provided in reference 78, to which the reader is referred.

Prior to its reprocessing, visually inspect (for damage) and leak-test the flexible laryngoscope, in accordance with its manufacturer’s instructions.

Do not use a flexible laryngoscope that has not been leak-tested, has a leak and fails this test, is torn, and/or is otherwise damaged. Instead, return the flexible laryngoscope to its manufacturer, in accordance with its operator’s manual.

Improper reprocessing of the flexible laryngoscope-for example, failing to use a detergent to clean it; or “cleaning” and “disinfecting” its surfaces by wiping them with a sanitizing cloth or a gauze soaked with a disinfectant, such as 70% alcohol or a quaternary ammonium product-may pose an increased risk of infection warranting patient notification\(^\text{[72]}\).

Flexible laryngoscope:
Service and maintain the flexible laryngoscope, like all types of flexible endoscopes, including colonoscopes, as recommended by its manufacturer\(^\text{[76]}\).

Transvaginal ultrasound transducer (or probe):
After each clinical case, clean and high-level disinfect (at a minimum) the transvaginal ultrasound transducer regardless of whether this reusable probe was covered with one or two protective sheaths\(^\text{[80]}\). Refer to this transducer’s reprocessing manual for more detailed instructions.

Improper reprocessing of this transducer-for example, “cleaning and disinfecting” its surfaces by spraying them with a disinfectant; wiping them with a disposable sanitizing cloth; or using running tap water (without detergent)-may pose an increased risk of infection warranting patient notification\(^\text{[80]}\).

since 1988, without the adulteration and misbranding of either being detected during internal and external audits, including those performed by the FDA, until May, 2008\(^\text{[30]}\). Whether more rigorous scrutiny and vetting by regulatory agencies (and accrediting organizations, among others), of the SS1’s labeling and its claim “guaranteeing”\(^\text{[21]}\) sterilization might have both prevented patient harms linked to this device’s use and reduced the financial burden and health care costs\(^\text{[76]}\) associated with the SS1’s use, censure, consent decree, CN, CT, discontinuation, and replacement is debatable, although possible. According to a non-profit healthcare organization - which in 1994 demurred when availed the opportunity to publish identified concerns about the SS1’s safety, effectiveness and labeling claims\(^\text{[10,21,29]}\), the cost to replace the censured SS1 with legal marketed alternatives (presumably including the SS1E) in the U.S. could exceed $500M\(^\text{[72]}\).

Two other questions remain unanswered: first, whether the FDA’s clearance of the SS1E in 2010 to achieve liquid chemical sterilization, but without the claim of “sterile” filtered rinse water, coupled with the FDA’s censure of every SS1 device manufactured since its clearance in 1988, indicates that the SS1’s censure was due more to the SS1’s questionable labeling claims - namely, to “guarantee” to achieve a “sterile”, even though wet, processed surgical instrument - than to a rebuke of its manufacturer’s unapproved changes and design modifications; and, second, whether the FDA might have hesitated less and initiated a more prompt and aggressive recall, had the SS1 been less ubiquitous and used by considerably fewer healthcare facilities, instead of sanctioning the SS1’s continued use until August 2, 2012, more than 4 years after the FDA published its warning letter. The Abtox Plazlyte Sterilization System, for example, was used more than a decade ago in a limited number of medical facilities to “sterilize” instruments, like the SS1, using a low-temperature, peracetic acid-based sterilizing agent\(^\text{[76]}\). This device was abruptly recalled from the market shortly after the FDA determined that its manufacturer had modified, adulterated and misbranded the device without affording the FDA the opportunity to review these changes federal rules and regulations require\(^\text{[76]}\). Indeed, Abtox’s Plazlyte Sterilization System did not remain on the market subject to a CN and CT, and, unlike the SS1, its continued use was not sanctioned by the FDA.

To be sure, the changes in the management of instrument reprocessing, if not in health care, that the SS1’s omnipresence in operating-room settings the past 20 years prompted (e.g., reprocessing surgical instruments and endoscopes “just in time”\(^\text{[34]}\) at the point of their use) are as much a credit to the SS1’s marketing and advertising as they are a mandate to study not only this processor’s history, regulation, and labeling claims, but also its impact on public health and aseptic technique since 1988.
A number of recommendations are provided in Tables 5 and 6, to minimize the risk of injury to patients and of legal exposure to healthcare facilities. Those provided in Table 6 address the infection-control breaches discussed in Tables 1 and 2.

In closing, of the many lessons that the SS1 and its regulation by the FDA has taught the infection control community about the causes and prevention of HAIs, this unapproved device’s countenance use (through August, 2012) begets the precipiced conclusion that, contrary to the public’s general understanding and expectation, a medical device without a regulatory approval, clearance, or approved IDE may be clinically used and sold in the U.S. (e.g., the Steris 20 sterilant), pursuant to the terms of a consent decree, CT, and CN, without the patient’s knowledge or informed consent. This is an unexpected finding that, like other conclusions presented herein, suggests the regulation and oversight of medical devices could be significantly improved.
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